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Replace this with a photo of you reporting news







It is always a risk to speak to 
the press: they are likely to    

report what you say.

- Hubert H. Humphrey 



Why do 
we deal 
with the 
media?

The public learns about 
businesses, schools, non-
profits, candidates and 
elected officials through the 
news media

Dealing with the media 
effectively is an important 
part of every organization’s 
activities



Not your role

• Politician

• Fortune 
teller/predictor of 
the future

Your role

• Community 
leader

• Education leader 
and subject 
matter expert

• Advocate



Media 
mindset

• Interviews are conducted in 
question & answer format; the 
opportunity to deliver key messages

Media Interviews 
are conversations 
– but not a typical 

conversation

•Reporters need to hear your 
message. You are the source that 
can make them look good. 

Make your points: 
you are the 
expert…the 

reporter’s source

•Topline Message + 
Values/Challenge/Vision/Solution

Use a key message 
(SOCO) and 

supporting points 

•Repeat your key messages several 
times, from beginning to end 

Repeat – repeat 
Early and often 



Speed of change & perceptions

What two colors are the yield sign?

Yield signs have been red & white since 1971.



Media is 
changing 
dramatically



Working with the media
If you receive a call from a reporter, you should find out:

• What the story is about

• The tone of the story

• What the media wants/expects 

• Who else they have spoken with

• Who else they plan to speak with

Then

• Discuss your approach with a communications 
advisor

That will help determine:

• Does the story align with your issues? 

• Can the story help advance your issues/campaign?

• Analyze the reporter’s background and approach



What is 
the media 

looking 
for?

• The media needs timely content

• Newsrooms have been greatly downsized

• The less work for them the better

• Media being asked to do more with less

Newspaper:

o Provide facts, examples and quotes

Television:

o Provide video ideas and visuals, interviews and 
facts

Radio:

o Provide facts, soundbites, examples and other 
interview ideas (where appropriate)



TV 
Interviews

Look the Part: Wear clothing that aligns 
with message

Wear Solid Colors: Blues, pastels and 
natural tones are best, avoid wearing 
white (washes out on TV)

Jewelry: Wear simple pieces, nothing 
distracting

Makeup: Media staff cuts mean no 
makeup artists; Be subtle and avoid glossy 
products (bald guys should powder head)



Radio 
interviews

Preparing for long-form radio interview

Most radio interviews are between five 
and 15 minutes long

Keep your energy level up!

Personalize your answers whenever 
possible

Bring along a talking points/key messages 
document with the points you want to 
make

Shape your answers to highlight  your key 
messages 



Newspaper 
interviews

Preparing for a newspaper interview

Prepare a talking points document 

Have it with you for a phone interview

If time is an issue, have the reporter email 
questions and reply with your answers or 
a quote

Invite the reporter to visit your school



How to answer questions

• In most cases the reporter will NOT give you 
questions ahead of time

• Answer the question – but DON’T speculate

• It’s OK to say, “I don’t know,” then transition to 
another statement; if appropriate offer to get 
info or another source 

• Use short, complete sentences – key messages

• Be thoughtful

• Pause before responding, think out answers

• Don’t ramble (30 second rule)

• Rephrase the question if it doesn’t make sense



Three Key 
Concepts

Focus on your message - the answer 
is the answer, no matter what the 
question is. What do you want the 

audience to remember?

Remember the reporter is the 
conduit to the target audience

If on camera: Your face and body 
tell a story – they should match 

your words



Three 
Techniques

1. Bridging – get back to your message, 
no matter what you are asked

2. Flagging – alert the listener that what 
you are about to say is important

3. Hooking – end the answer to a 
prompt a question you would like 
asked



Answering Questions

• Control when, where and how you 
conduct an interview – it’s your turf

• Never say “no comment” – there is always 
something you can tell a reporter

• Never lie – and if you don’t know the 
answer, offer to help find it

• Avoid arguments with reporters – you will 
never win

• Pause when you need to gather your 
thoughts



Answering Questions

• Remember most interviews are taped and 
not live, photojournalists will likely edit 
down your answers

• Don’t respond to hypothetical questions 
or guess about what another person 
might think

• Know the rules about on/off record and 
be careful of “innocent” questions or 
comments



Answering Questions – Prepare Ahead

Prepare for the questions you hope for (use 
your key messages) 

• What are the answers to the five 
questions you really want to be asked?

• Seek opportunities to work these 
questions into the interview (“I’m 
surprised you didn’t ask about…”)

Consider the questions you dread

• What are the five questions you hope 
you won’t be asked?

• What are the answers to the five 
questions you hope you won’t be asked?



Concluding 
the 
interview

Know your “last question” response

• “Is there any information which I didn’t 
ask or might have missed?”

• Repeat your key message and, if 
needed, work in any points you missed 
earlier

• Offer it even if not asked – some 
reporters too jaded or novice to ask

• Beware of “innocent” post-interview 
questions -- innocent comments can 
become story leads

• If you are on the phone, hang up the 
phone before making any other 
comments



Mock Interview Exercise

What are your first steps to 
prepare?

What is your key message? What 
are your goals for the interview?

If you’re asked “the last question” 
what will you say?


